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â€“ Sir Isaac Newton. This thought offers a rare insight into the workings of great minds like Newton. An inherent curiosity about the
world, an appreciation of beauty, the excitement of exploring a mystery and a relentless pursuit of truth are the prime driving forces of a
creative mind.Â A falling apple supposedly made Newton think about the â€˜Gravityâ€™ of the situation! (though this may just be a
myth started to make his discovery a better story). While the three laws of motion define a type of mechanics, Newtonâ€™s law of
gravitation defines the universal force of gravity, whose implications can be studied in the mechanical framework that he created through
the laws of motion.Â Under the tutelage of Isaac Barrow at Cambridge, Newtonâ€™s mathematical genius flowered. You are going to
email the following The Mathematical Papers of Isaac Newton. Vol. 1, 1664-1666. D. T. Whiteside, Ed. Cambridge University Press,
New York, 1967. 638 pp., illus. $40. Message Subject (Your Name) has forwarded a page to you from Science. Message Body (Your
Name) thought you would like to see this page from the Science web site. Your Personal Message. CAPTCHA. The most cherished
legacy that Newton received from his stepfather, Barnabas Smith (1582-1653), seems to have been this vast manuscript commonplace
book Add. 4004. Smith was rector of North Witham, a wealthy clergyman who married Newtonâ€™s mother on 27 January 1646. The
immediate consequence of this union was that the three-year old Isaac Newton had to be sent to live with his grandmother.Â He
wanted its paper, as the title that he wrote on its original cover in February 1664 (â€˜Waste Bookâ€™) suggested. By September 1664,
Newton had started to use some of the pages for the optical and mathematical calculations, inspired by Descartes and van Schooten,
that were beginning to occupy him (see Add. 3996 and Fitzwilliam Museum, MS. 1-1936).

